Parallel corpora are essential resources for the construction of bilingual term dictionary of historical classics. To obtain large-scale parallel corpora, this paper proposes a sentence alignment method based on mode prediction and term translation pairs. On one hand, the method rebuilds the sentence alignment process according to characteristics of the translation of historical classics, and adds mode prediction into the sentence alignment. On the other hand, due to the lack of bilingual ancient Chinese dictionary, the method exploits the term translation pairs extracted from manually aligned sentence pairs to perform alignment. The method first predicts the alignment mode probability according to the character number, punctuation number and some characters of Chinese sentence, then performs sentence alignment using length alignment probability, term alignment probability and mode probability. Besides, the method selects anchor sentence pairs based on sentence length and predicted mode to prevent the spread of alignment errors. The experiment on "Shi Ji" demonstrates that mode prediction and term translation pair both enhance the performance of sentence alignment obviously.
Introduction
Translating the classics into English and introducing them to the world is an important way to spread Chinese culture. Because of the dynamic nature of historical development and huge differences between Chinese and Western languages, the translation of classics is very difficult. Bilingual term dictionary is very helpful for translation of historical classics. The term dictionary can be built by extracting term translation pairs from bilingual parallel corpora. Aiming at obtaining large-scale parallel corpora, we study the sentence alignment of historical classics. Currently the bilingual sentence alignment methods are mainly divided into following four types: (1) the method based on length (Gale and Church, 1993; Lu et al., 2003) , which performs sentence alignment using the sentence length relation; (2) the method based on dictionary (Yu et al., 2010) , which performs sentence alignment using the lexicon translation in bilingual dictionary; (3)the hybrid method (Moore, 2002; Chen and Lin, 2009; Tian et al., 2009) , which makes use of many kinds of information including sentence length to improve the accuracy of alignment; (4) the method base on mode classification (Fattah et al., 2007) ; which regards sentence alignment as a mode classification problem and exploits classifier to align sentences.
Due to the various meanings of historical classics, the ratio of the sentence length between historical classics and its English translation is not uniform. Thus alignment method using sentence length alone does not have good performance. Owing to lack of ancient Chinese bilingual dictionary, we exploit the term translation pairs extracted from the sentence pairs aligned manually to do sentence alignment. Since the translator needs to explain the hiding meaning of historical classics when translating classics into English, the sentence alignment modes of classics are almost all "one-to-many". The sentence alignment of historical classics can be considered as finding corresponding English translation for every Chinese sentence. According to the above characteristics of historical classics, this paper proposed a sentence alignment method based on mode pre-diction and term translation pairs. The method first predicts the alignment mode probability based on the features of Chinese sentence, then run sentence alignment using sentence length and term translation pairs. 
Wherein: Pr( ( , ) | ) M c e c is the mode probability, which denotes the probability that the alignment mode is ( , ) M c e given the sentence c . Pr( | ( , ), )
e M c e c indicates the probability that sentence c align e given ( , ) M c e and c.
Pr( | ( , ), )
e M c e c is the linear combination of length alignment probability and term alignment probability, and is defined as following: 
The Length Alignment Probability
Since c is known, we can have the following formula not strictly.
, c e L L is the length of sentence c and e, respectively. Owing to the lack of mature ancient Chinese word segmentation algorithm, we take the character number as the length of Chinese sentence and take the word number as the length of English sentence. The punctuation in Chinese and English sentence is all taken into
indicates the length evaluation function, which obeys standard normal distribution, and is defined as follows.
( , )
Wherein: parameter p c indicates the number of English words generated by one Chinese character in average, which can be obtained by calculating the length ratio between the paragraph P e of English sentence e and the paragraph P c of Chinese sentence c. The calculation formula is shown as formula (6).
2 s is the normalized factor guaranteeing ( , ) c e L L  obey standard normal distribution, which can be obtained by calculating variance on bilingual corpus. It can be calculated as formula (7).
Based on the 3 principle of normal distribu-
distribute in the range of [-3, 3] . To ensure the length probability is less than 1 and incremental, length probability is defined as following:
Term Alignment Probability
The "terms" in historical classics refer to the official title, posthumous, person name, location name and other titles. The terms appear frequently in historical classics. If a term occurs in a Chinese sentence, then its translation should occurs in the corresponding position of English sentence.
Given that a pair of terms ( , ) 
Alignment Mode Probability
The historical classics are translated from Chinese to English. When translator sees a Chinese sentence, he almost determines how many English sentences should be used to translate the Chines sentence. Thus, the calculation of alignment mode probability can be considered as a classification problem of mode. We input a Chinese sentence to the classifier, and the classifier outputs the alignment probability. We take naïve Bayesian as the classifier, which is run by WE-KA 1 . We employ the character number, punctua-1 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka tion number of Chinese sentence and the characters selected by feature selection function to predict the mode probability. We choose Information Gain (IG) as the feature function, which measures the number of bits of information obtained for category prediction by knowing the presence or absence of a character in a sentence. 
The selection of anchor sentence pairs
We make use of anchor sentence pairs to prevent the spread of alignment errors, which often occur in the alignment method utilizing the length information. To select anchor sentence pair, we first determines Chinese anchor sentence, then find English anchor sentence according to Chinese anchor sentence. To ensure the anchor sentences is correct, Chinese anchor sentence must satisfy the following four conditions: (1) The anchor sentence is not the first sentence or the last sentence of the paragraph; (2) The alignment modes of the two sentences around the anchor sentence should be predicted as (1:1); (3) The length of anchor sentence should be less than the length threshold l Th ; (4) Two sentences around anchor sentence should have i Th more characters than anchor sentence. Condition (1) is defined because the anchor sentence has no function in alignment when it is first or last sentence. Conditions (2), (3) and (4) guarantee that corresponding sentence of anchor Chinese sentence has the smallest length in surrounding sentences. After the Chinese anchor sentence is determined, the English sentence of highest alignment probability is selected as English anchor. To enhance the computation efficiency, we do not search English anchor sentences in all sentences of the English paragraph. Instead, we find the anchor sentence in a window whose size is wind and whose center is at position 
Experiment

Experimental setup
The bilingual corpora used in the experiment are composed of Shi Ji and its corresponding Since we find corresponding translation for Chinese sentence one by one, almost all the sentences can be aligned, the precision and recall of our method is nearly the same. We only employ precision p to test the method, which is as follows. 
Experimental results and analysis
The method only using sentence length is employed as baseline method. To test the effect of mode prediction and anchors, we compare the performance the method not using mode prediction, the method not using anchors with the proposed method. The precision comparison of four methods is shown in Table 1 shows that both the method not using mode prediction and the method not using anchor sentence pair, which all employ term alignment probability, outperform significantly baseline method. This confirms the effectiveness of term alignment probability. It can be also seen from table 1 that the use of the anchors significantly increases the precision about 20%. The experimental results demonstrate that the anchors can effectively prevent the error spread of the alignment method based on sentence length. The result also confirms the anchor sentence pairs we obtained are correct.
In table 1, we can see that the mode prediction increases precision by 6%. In the conventional method, all the aligned sentences whether long or short have the same mode probability. It is unreasonable since long sentences prefer "one-tomany" mode and short sentences tend to be "oneto-one" mode. The proposed method extracts the mode probability for the sentence with different features based on the training corpora, and employ different alignment probability according to features of the aligned sentence, so the precision of the proposed method is higher. However, since the model probability prediction is not very accurate, sometimes wrong mode probability leads to alignment errors. This is why the role of model prediction is not as significant as we expect.
Conclusion
To construct bilingual term dictionary of historical classics, this paper proposes a sentence alignment method based on mode prediction and term translation pairs. The method first obtains the mode alignment probability according to the features of Chinese sentence, then performs sentence alignment using length probability and term alignment probability. Furthermore, the method find anchor sentence pairs to prevent the spread of alignment errors. The sentence alignment experiment on "Shi Ji" confirms the effectiveness of the proposed method. In the future, we can further improve classification accuracy of model predictions and apply the sentence alignment in the term translation extraction of historical classics.
